
The Hospital Cash Price for a Diagnostic
Ultrasound is 7X Higher in Florida than New
Jersey

Hospital Pricing Specialists analyzed the machine-readable files of 2,078 hospitals to compare the

cash price for this same service.

LOS GATOS, CA, UNITED STATES, June 15, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Under the new hospital

price transparency law, effective 1/1/21, every hospital is required to post cash prices for all

items and services it provides within a machine-readable file on its website.

Silicon-Valley based Hospital Pricing Specialists identified 2,078 hospitals that had machine-

readable files on their websites.  Less than 30% of the machine-readable files included the total

bundled charges for outpatient surgeries, as required by the new law.  For example, the price for

a colonoscopy procedure should be inclusive of all associated services, such as anesthesia,

operating room time, laboratory, and radiology.  Unfortunately, in most machine-readable files,

this was not the case.

A common item, occurring over 85% of the time within the machine-readable files, was the cash

price for an Ultrasound of the Abdomen (CPT 76700). 

Below is average cash price by state for this abdomen ultrasound:

Florida - $2,295

Texas - $1,269

Delaware - $1,155

Arizona - $1,125

California - $1,121

Virginia - $1,114

District of Columbia - $1,110

Illinois - $1,068

Nevada - $1,041

Kansas - $1,002

Georgia - $952

South Carolina - $912

Colorado -$899

Wyoming -$899
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Alaska- $897

South Dakota - $871

Alabama - $860

Nebraska - $843

Missouri - $803

Massachusetts - $785

Vermont - $773

Iowa - $736

Tennessee - $719

Maine - $716

Connecticut - $695

Wisconsin - $679

Indiana - $678

New York - $676

New Mexico - $646

Ohio - $643

Kentucky - $640

North Carolina - $625

New Hampshire - $565

Minnesota - $556

Michigan - $548

Pennsylvania - $545

Idaho - $542

North Dakota - $535

Mississippi - $525

Washington - $518

Oklahoma - $507

Oregon - $478

Utah - $462

Maryland - $434

Arkansas - $388

Rhode Island - $386

West Virginia - $385

Hawaii - $365

Louisiana - $358

Montana - $351

New Jersey - $319

The national average cash price is $745.  Florida has the highest average cash price for an

Ultrasound of the Abdomen at $2,295 or 308% higher than the national average.  Conversely,

New Jersey has the lowest average cash price at $319 or 57% lower than the national average.

CMS has signaled that forthcoming clarifications will be released on the machine-readable file to



ensure consistency in content and file structure layout across all hospitals.  However, until these

clarifications are released and implemented, only vendors with access to advanced artificial

intelligence software would be able to analyze the existing machine-readable files and make

observations such as this wide variation in cash prices for an Ultrasound of the Abdomen.

“Hospital machine-readable pricing files are a black box. Only with advanced artificial intelligence

and machine learning were we able to crack open the black boxes and compare data across

hospitals.”

— Rick Louie, Managing Director of Hospital Pricing Specialists LLC

Another key concern in the current price transparency law is the allowance for “closed system”

price estimator tools.  A “closed system” requires the user to already be a member of the

insurance plan in order to get an out-of-pocket estimate.  For example, within a “closed system”

patient estimator system, a member of Blue Cross would not be able to get an out-of-pocket

estimate for Aetna.  This defies the spirit of price transparency which encourages consumers to

shop between plans, increase competition, and ultimately lower the cost of healthcare.  

Why is an open system patient cost estimator tool important? In some cases, the cash price may

be less than going through one’s insurance, depending on the plan’s coinsurance rate and

annual deductible.  Requiring all patient cost estimator tools to be “open system” would allow

patients to compare cash prices to the final out-of-pocket cost among all plans in order to make

an informed decision. Additionally, open system estimators better equip consumers who shop

for insurance via the marketplace to make the most informed selection of their health plan by

allowing them to see the difference in estimated out-of-pocket costs for services across insurers

prior to selecting a plan.

Hospital Pricing Specialists offers a cloud-based “Open System” patient estimator tool called

EZCOST (see example installation), which has been commended by Kevin O’Leary of Shark Tank

(see Mr. Wonderful's video) and Apple Co-Founder Steve Wozniak (see Woz's video).
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